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Department of Energy
'

Washington, D.C. 20585

FE B 1 3 1991
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d ocgc
Mr. Samuel J. Chilk m, \

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory 3. anis sion it FEB 27 gggg y 3Secretary of the Commission -

2

Washington, D. C. 20 F k off.:c ol W #
'

g stieg a s6u g.

Attn: Docketing a.i.d Service Branch %
, O A

,*
Dear Mr. Chilk:

Please refer to Federal Register, Volume 45, No. 209, Monday, October 27,
1980, on proposed amendment to 10 CFR Parts 30, 32, 70, and 150 relating
to " Exemption of Technetium-99 and Low-Enriched Uranium as Residual
Contamination in Smelted Alloys." It is recognized that the comment
period identified in the Federal Register expired on December 11, 1930;
however, it is understood that comments submitted beyond that time limit
will be considered in Commission rulemaking.

The Department of Energy strongly supports the intent of the proposed
rule change, since it can ultimately result in reduction of the huge
inventories of contaminated Department of Energy scrap metals being
generated, and now in surface storage, without endangeri.ng the environ-
ment or public health and safety. These metals have economic recovery
value, and some, such as stainless steel and nickel, contain materials
of strategic importance to the Nation. Without the proposed regulations,
much of the Department's inventory would eventually have to be disposed
of as waste.

The Department of Energy also urges the Nuclear Regulatory Comission to ~

reconsider the upper limit of 20 percent imposed on the enrichment 'of the -

residual uranium contamination in order to qualify for exemption under
j the proposed regulation. As long as the residual' concentration limits of

17.5 ppm total uranium or 3.5 ppm U-235 can be met, we question the need''

for such a restriction. If this upper limit could be modified, then a
larger inventory of scrap metal from the Department of Energy could be
dealt with.
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Additional detailed comments are enc.: ,ed. A reply regarding the disposition
of Department of Energy comments will be appreciated. If the Comission
staff woul.' like to discuss the Department of Energy comments, please contact
E. Redden (353-3548) of my staff.

Sincerely, #
I

Ale G./remling
Ac ing Assistant Secreta '

for Environment

Enclosures:
1. Consolidated coments on Proposed

Rule: " Exemption of Technetium-99
and Low-Enriched Uranium and
Residual Contamination in Snalted
Alloys"

2. Extracts and Comments from NUREG-
0518
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CONSOLIDATED COMMENTS ON PROPOSED RULE:
" EXEMPTION OF TECHNETIUM-99 AND LOW ENRICHED URANIUM

AND RESIOUAL CONTAMINATION IN SMELTED ALLOYS"

1. The key concentration as set forth in both 10 CFR 40.13 and the proposed
10 CFR 30.21 is 3.5 ppm U-235. If metals contamnated with the high-
enriched uranium can be smelted such that the U-235 concentration does
not exceed this limit or the total uranium concentration does not exceed.

17.5 ppm, why is there a 20 percent limit on enrichment?
h

There is a considerab'e volume of scrap metal contaminated with small
amounts of high-enriched uranium from fuel fabrication activities.
Currently, this material must either be buried as radioactive waste or
laboriously decontaminated. Most of this scrap material could be
smelted to produce an alloy containing less than 3.5 ppm high-enriched
uranium. The radiological impact of exempting smelted alloys containing
less than 3.5 ppm high-enriched uranium would be no greate- than the
impact of exempting alloys with 17.5 ppm of 20 percent enriched uranium.
Similarly, this lower limit of 3.5 ppm of high-enriched uranium would be
at least as difficult to recover as the 17.5 ppm limit which the NRC
stated was practically irrecoverable.

We propose that NRC delete the enrichment limit.

2. Would the slag produced by licensed smelters be subject to specific
licensing and regulatory controls under 10 CFR 61 as well as under
10 CFR 30 and 10 CF3 70 as specified?

3. According to NUREG/CR-0134, the population dose from smelting of all
current scrap (42,000 Mg) would be at least 30 times the value quoted
in the proposed rule. Other doses that are quoted are reasonable
(within a factor of 2-3). Perhaps the larger population dose is due to
the inclusion of product distributors and users as members of the general
public. The present environmental impact statement should incorporate
information from NUREG/CR-0134.

4. NRC should develop exemption requirements for at least three other,
somewhat arbitrary, classes of contaminated metal scrap: fission
product /non-TRU, very low TRU (i.e., much less than 11 nCi/g), and
metals containing induced activity. Indeed, there s',ould be
de minimus quantities for metal scrap contaminated with an2 radio-
nucl ide. What is the applicability of the exempt concentrations .

listed in 10 CFR 30.70, Schedule A, Column II to smelted metals? We
are not suggesting that this be made part of the present proposed
regulations, but that this should be made a high priority for future
NRC work.

5. If the letter of the law is followed, this rule change may still not
allow the sale of smelted gaseous diffusion plant upgrading (CIP/ CUP)
scrap (and perhaps no other scrap) due to the statement that the
proposed rule change is only for technetium-99 and low-enriched
uranium as residual contamination. For example, Pu and Np were

..
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treated in the draft environmental impact assessment prepared several
years ago, but were dropped completely from the final statement
prepared by NRC (except for a statement at the bottom of page 2-1
that recognizes the Pu and Np but states that it will be reduced to
such an extent that the metal can be recycled in an uncontrolled
manner). Pu and Np are in the smelted CIP/ CUP scrap at the 4.1 ppb
level.

There appear to be several approaches which could be taken with regard
to tne Pu and Np content of the CIP/ CUP scrap:

A. Assume that an official de minimus quantity of 1 ppb Pu and Np is
intended.

B. Generate a separate rule change to add de minimus quantities of Pu
and Np (see item 4 above).

C. Prepare a sampling plan which includes analysis to a minimum level
of Pu and Np (e.g., 5 ppb); anything below this could be assumed to
be negligible. Such a plan is required of comercial smelters for
approval by NRC. For DOE smelters, the sampling plan should only
require DOE approval to certify the material as meeting the proposed
rules.

D. Ask for a specific exemption to 10 CFR Part 70 as is provided for in
Part 70.14 to allow resale of the 1 ppb Np and Pu in smelted CIP/ CUP
scrap.

6. The dose estimation methods, assumptions, and dose estimates given in the
Draft Environmental Statement (CES), NUREG-0518, are similar to, and in
substantial agreement with, those in the 1976 Environmental Impact

| Assessment (EIA). In fact, the DES draws heavily on the EIA. Both
reports indicate that low doses are to be expected. The DES apparently
gives higher doses than were given in the EIA. Al so:

.

:

j A. The DES reworks,the assumptions and scenarios from the EIA to
produce new dose estimates. The extent of rework is not always
cl ear. If the DES is to be rewritten (vs. merely copying) to

; produce the Final Environmental Statement, the differences between
| the DES and the EIA assumptions and scenarios should be indicated
! explicitly. The DES cites the EIA as the basis for many of its

assumptions and scenarios. -

j

B. There may be errors in some of the reported dose rate estimates. A
spot check of Table 4.10 revealed an errur. Based on the informa-
tion presented, the population dose rate to " Carriers-Men" should

|
| be 2E-3 person-rem / year, not 2 as indicated. This would change

the total population dose rate te 0.1 person-rem / year instead of 2.
|

This would also change values for use of pennies and, possibly,
. nickels that are given in oeer tables (e.g., Tables 4.11 and 4.15).'

,
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7. Several surface decontamination techniques (such as electropolishing)
were briefly described in Section 2.2 of the Draft Environmental
Statement; however, there was little discussion of the types of mate-
rials where smelting is preferred over surface decontamination. As a
general radiological control policy, decontamination of surfaces,
where practical, is suggested before deciding to dilute the contamina-
tion in the matrix. We do not suggest that this should be made a
requirement preparatory to smelting, but the Environmental Statement
should include a more complete discussion of the costs and benefits,
as well as disadvantages, of surface decontamination as opposed to
smelting.
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C019 TENTS ON PROPOSED DE MINIMUS DRAFT EIS (MUREG-0518) {
l

Attached are several pages from the above document. Comments are discussed
below.

Section 1.1

In discussing the proposed action, it should be noted that the limits on
uranium contamination being sought are already in compliance with 10 CFR
Part 40 regading fissile uranium. Acceptance of the rule change would
not increase the levels of U-235 in materials released to the public sector.

1

In the fifth and sixth paragraphs, it appears that NRC would require UCC-ND
and the FMPC at Fernald, Ohio, to obtain licenses pending approval of
operating and sampling plans. Since these plants operate as DOE facilities,
they should be exempt from NRC licensing. DOE is capable of reviewing
operating procedures and sampling plans. and can withhold approval if they
are deficient. If these paragraphs refer to processing by a commercial
operator, such licensing would be redundant, since an outside contractor
would first have to obtain licensing based on his intent to handle the
contaminated scrap. Operating procedures and sampling plans would have to

,

be included as part of the initial licensing request.

Section 2.1.1

The second paragraph in this section erroneously gives 1 ppb as the levels
of plutonito and neptunium contamination of the scrap. The sentence
should be appended as noted in the text, indicating these are the con-
tamination levels after slagging.

Section 2.1.5

It should be noted that contamination levels on the type of scrap being
discussed are already covered under 10 CFR Part 40 concerning natural
uranium contamination. Why is there a limit on enrichment if the
contamination limits can be met? ,

Section 2.3.4

This section discusses aluminum smelting. While the discussion is academic
to the intent of the document, the indication that none of the CIP/ CUP scrap
aluminum could be smelted and sold in confomance with the proposed

'

exemptions is misleading. This could have a future negative impact. In
| fact, by incorporating current smelting tMnology, and through segregation

and blending, a significant quantity of the diffusion plant aluminum could
be processed and sold as ingots containing less than 17.5 ppm U and less
than 5 ppm Tc.

,

l

.
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Section 3.3.2.4

In Table 3.10 on raw steel production, the production total and percentages
are not in agreement- In checking the reference, the discrepancy appears
to 6 in the conversian of thousands of tons to megagrams (Mg). The
percentages are correct, but the Ng values should be changed as noted.

Section 6.1.3

It should be noted that shallow land burial is pennitted under current
regulations, but that more restrictive guidelines may be imposed in the
future both at the State and Federal levels. Burial as hazardous waste
would double the cost and reduce the number of suitable burial sites due
to more stringent criteria.

Section 6.1.4

On Page 606, it is stated that noncontaminated, smelted nickel ingots are
stored at the PGDP. We have been selling these ingots as they have been
produced.

Section 6.2.3,

In the fifteenth paragraph following proposal of 5 ppm Tc level, restate the
findings of " negligible impact" at this level from Section 4. Otherwise,
it reads as a purely technical decision based on smelting.

In the Federal Register, under " Basis for Technetium-99 Limit," Page 70876,
and in NUREG-0518, Page 6-9, the following statement is made:

"In the case of scrap metal generated in the Cascade Improvement
program and Cascade Upgrading Program, the combination of feed
material specification, deposition rates, and mechanical and
chemical decontamination results in scrap metal contaminated with
a maximum of 5 parts per million technetium-99."

This statement is incorrect. The phrase " maximum of 5 ppm...." .should be
changed to " average of less than 5 ppm..."

Technetium levels of up to 60 ppm on a small quantity of scrap CIP/ CUP
barrier have been monitored. The overall average concentration, however,
is 4.7 ppm. Through decontamination, segregation, blending, and analytical -

monitoring, all ingots sold will contain less than 5 ppm of technetium.
Without blending, it is not always possible to achieve a level of 5 ppm
prior to smelting. Thus, though the statement is technically incorrect,
the de minimus guideline would not be violated, and the proposed
Section 30.21 is applicable.

Section 7.4.2.1

underThe second column of Table 7.5 (pg. 7-6), referenced in this section3
the heading of " Quantity of Copper" should be in "Mg" rather than "m ".

.
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Miscellaneous |

The values given for 50-year contact bone dose given in Tables 1.1 and 4.12,

are inconsistent. j
i

The discussion of Economic Benefits and Costs in Secticn 7 should be revised |
and updated to 1980.
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E::racts frcm NWtEG-0515 - Cce:-en:s and s:qgested changes are given in italics

1. SUY. MARY

1.1 TE PROPOS D ACTION
F

By memorandun da:ed February 12, 1974, to the Director of Regulatory Standards |-
AEC, the Director of ''aste Manage =en: and Transportation AEC, requested assis-'
cance in establishing a de minimis quantity of enriched uranium in 10 CFR -

Part 70.(1)

In a response dated March 28, 1974, the Director of Regulatory Standsrds agreed
:o consider an amend:ent of 10 CF3 Psr: 70 to establish a de mininis quentity
for enriched uranium in scrap metal.(2)

In an additional le::er da:cd July 9, 1979, the Dirce:ct of the Office of
Uranfum Rescurces and Enrichment, DOE requested fre= :he Exe:utive Director of
Opera:iuns, NRC a prompt approval of the aforemen:icned a andment to 10 CFR
Par 70.(3),

The proposed accien is the adoption of regulations tha: vould exempt from the
Commissico's requirements for a license any person te the extent that such
person receives, possesses, uses, or transfers Tc-99 or low-enriched uraniu=
as residual contamination in any smelted alloy.

The exenp:iens would be subject to the following ter=s and conditions:

o Persons who smelt scrap con:scinated vi:h Tc-99 or lev-enriched uranium
or persons who initially transfer for sale or dis:ribution see::cd clloys
containing Tc-99 or icw-enriched uranium as residual ec: :s=inatien in the
s:ci:cd alloys would not be exc pt fres requiremen:s for a specific
license. s

* The Tc-99 and :he low-enric d' uranium would be minor censtituen:s less
than 5 parts per million and 17.5 parts per millien, respectively, of
representative samples of the smelted alloys.

(1he proposed action would aise provide spe.cific requiremer.:s for licenses to
smel: scrap or to initially transfer for sale or distribution smal:ed scrap

OT7"8MO{foruseundertheexemptions. Applicants will be required :o submit a descrip-
~

070 1 tion of procedures for prior decontamination of the scrap, smelting of the
scrap, sa=pling of the resulting smel:ed alloys, and the analyses of represen-
tative samples for Tc-99 and low-enriched uranium concen rstions.

g

The poten:isi environmental impsets of the distribution, use, and disposal of
smelted alicys containing Tc-99 or low-enriched uranium as residual contamina-
tien are assessed in this statement. [ add # cts 2_7

?'"*, Tnia shou;d not apply to DGE facilitiec, c:d i is rek.hn: if applied 20
** cc:":rercia! Cpera:Crs.

It should be noted that at the 17.5 p;m ievel, the ma=iana fissiZe content of tou-Adi enriched :,: rani:n is 3.5 pp- which is ecuivalent to, and in compliance with, the:,'cr2 2:

alicochte fissile un:ni:en w:ren: c| mate:ial contaminated with nat:a'at urani:n
czenyt frat Licensing :osder 10 CFR 40.c:a*ren: 1-1

.-. ._ _._
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2. 5:C1.TED AELCY CONTAININC RESIOUAL LC'."-
ENRICHED U3ANIUM AND TECF.NE!!C!-99

(.
2.1 DESCRIPTION OF ENERATED SCRAP .

Scrap me:a1 of various radioce:ive cen:a=ina:f en levels has been, is being, and
will be generated by the nuclear indus:ry frem be:h govern =ent and ce==ercial

-

The metal c==es from various sources including the upgrading ofand tha disman: lingsegments.
replacement of inoperative or dassged equipment,equipcent,

of obsolete or votn-out facilitics.
Presently a large a= cunt of scrap =etal contanina:ed with Icv-enriched uranius
and Tc-99 is being generated by :he Cascade I= prove =ent and Cascade Uprating(OCE) gaseous diffusion plan:s.
Progra=s (CIP/ CUP) for the Depar:=ent of Energy

Other con:aminated scrap frcm previous 00E (AEC-ERDA) operations is loca:ed at
other locations around :he country; a large portion of this scrap resides at

Much of this la::er scrap is of unde:er=ined con:a=ina-e

the Nevada Test Site.
tion level.
Presently, relatively s=all a=aun:s of con:aninated scrap =etals are generated
by ce==er:ial nu: lear facilities; hevever, in the future a large aecune of
scrap me:a1 of varyi.:g degrees of certa =in :icn vill becc=e available uhen :he
presen:13 operating peaer reac: ors and fueia repr: cessing plants are dis =an: ledA large por-
at the end of their useful life (appr:xi=a:cly 30 to 40 years). h h
tion of :his scrap eetal could be recycled b:ck in:o ec==ercial usage t roug
econe=ical and reliable decenta=inatica =e: hods.

Since da:a on the quan:1:y, classifict:icns, and con:a=inatien levels of thethe present ti=e the cos:/
other DOE and commercial scrap are unavailable a: vill consider only the scrap
benefit portion of this environhahtal s:ste=en:
generated by the CIP/ CUP program of the DOE diffusion plants.

,

y

of Enerev sources
2.1.1 Scras metal frem Denart=ent

.

Presently metal scrap contanina:ed vich radioac:1vity to various degrees has
-

A par-
been and is being generated by the many progrs=s sponsored by the 00E.f radio-
ticular source of scrap contaminated vi:h a relatively lov level o
activity is that generated by the C1P/ CUP programs.

These programa fer upgrading the gaseous diffusien plants located atFortsmouth, Ohio; Paducah, Kentucky; and Osk Ridge, Tennessee have generated
large quantities of scrap metsi such as stec1, copper, nickel, and aluminum.
This sersp is conta=insted with small quantities of uranium and Tc-99 with

only minute quan:ities of neptunium-237 and plu:enium at concentrations lessper billion (ppb}(( Smel:ing this scrap will reduce the contamina-
tion to such an extent that the resul:1ng metal alloy may be recycled as
than 1 par: ~

uncontrolled metal to the marketplace.
are present c|'ar amehb%i.

.
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2.1.3 Fuels reprocessing plant
.

In repro:essing ilants the overall contamination level of most salvageable
metals vould be high for most see: ions of the plant. It is presumed that

recovery cf most of these metals veuld not be feasibic. Scrap of relative
low contamination icvels which could be recovered is no: a large segment of
the total scrap generated during decommissiening of such a facility. The
following table indicates approxira:e amounts of " low-level" scrap * s
generated.(8) 5

.,

Quantity / Plant .

'

Types of Scrao (Mg)
.

Stainless Steel 50

Equipment and Piping (steel) 400

2.1.4 Fuels fabrication clants

The quantity of scrap fro = fuel fabricatien plants vould, in a12 preb1bility,
be s=all and would r.ot contribu:e large quan:1:ies of let-level con:aminated
scrap compared :o that expec:ed from reactors and fuels reprocessing plants.
These other sources taken into entirety are sufficien:ly s=all tha: it is*

reasonable to assu=e that any additional i= pac:s would not significantly
affect the already small impact.

2.1.5 other sources of scrap

There are miscellaneous sources of low-level contaminated scrap such as mining
and milling operations. These sources co, would centribute only small amoun:s
of scrap to the total available from reactors and fuels reprocessing plan:s.
Hosever, :o the exten: tha: these sources never see low-enriched uranium, they

:hi: ; e pc : 2 3--ee e-i.on .,c+rs; c: .::::: ::::p : c:::d ':, F 1y reguh:ed ur.ier 10 C.=? 4C.::C1 r.:: heconsi.dcredF.ereasR.eyarepresen:
'k' -2.2 DECONTAMINATION .

|

Decentamina: ion is the process whereby the quan:ity of radionuclides adhering
to the surface or included within a =aterial is reduced,

i .

f
A number of factors affect the decontamination of metals. The type of metal, ,

| its surface finish and the physical, chemical and radiochemical nature of the
I con: amination. The majority of con:sminants are metallic and exhibit charac-
| teristics tha: are quite similar~to :he contaminated subs:ra:e. Because of

*The term low-level, when per:aining :o radionuelide concentrations has many
definitions in :he industry. Here " low-level" scrap is defined as that scrap,

,

| which could be decontaminated and smelted to meet the levels of contamination
stipulated in this environmental statement.

.

t
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used nickel barriers from the di5 fusion plan:s into new devices, thus :ecycling
the =sterisl.(3) However, because of the unfsvorsble econo =ics of the process
the plant is no: in operation and is now being dis =antled.

6.1. 3 Eurial of con sminated scrap

_

p eser.rly p
herials only slightly contamins:ed wi:h radioac:ivity are, ensidered Icw-
level vaste. These vastes may be buried a few fec: below the ground surface
(in trenches 300 to 300 m long 15 m vide and 3 m deep) wi:hin special .

restricted steas called shallev land burial facilities. These sites are
restricted to unsuchori:ed intrusion by sn 8-foot chain-link f ence. Surround-
ing this fence is an undisturbed buffer :ene :o insure physical isola: ion of
the central restricted :ene. 'Where the burial facili:y is on a DCE reserva-
tion. the reservation serves as a buffer :ene. To protec: the general public

f rom any radioactivity unin:entionally released fres :he f acili:y, routine
radiation =enitoring of the air and wa:er associated wi:h the si:e and periodic
environnan:al surveillance is carried cut to detect inadver:en: conta=inscion
of bio:a and persons residing in the region of :he facility.

Scrap containing low levels of uranium and technetiu= which is suitably pre-
, pared by co=paction and containerizing could be buried in this type of facil- ,

icy. Presently, shallow-land burial facilities for government-generated
low-level was:e are located at mos: =ajor DOE installations ;;igure 6.1).(4)

.

i
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1) An exemption of smelted metal centsminated with uranium enriched up to 20:
uranium-235 providing the totsi uranium content in the =etal does not exceed
17.5 parts per million; and 2) The addition of technetium-99 at a concentration
of 8.6 x 10-2 microcuries/gra= (equivalent to 5 parts per million) to Colu=n II,
Schedule A, 10 CFR 30.70, " Exempt Concentrations."

Neither proposal was acceptable from a regulatory control viewpoint. &
'

The first proposal did not clearly exclude source material or other special
nuclear material from the proposed exemption and did not indicate 0hether alloys*
(such as steel, brass Zirealoy) would be covered by the proposed exemption.

The second proposal would have authorized the introduction of technetium-99 into
It also attempted to add to Schedule A, 10 CFR 30.70any co=modity or product.

a byproduct material concentration that would meet neither the schedule's
criterion for concentration (the lowest value for a radionuclide given in
Table I of the National Bureau of Standards Handbook 69 for continucus occupa-
tional exposure) nor the criterion for byproduct material half-life (less than
3 years).

the staff took intoWith regard to establishment of the technetium-99 limit,
the factors that result in the concentration of fission product,

account
technetium-99 on or in enrichment plant scrap. During the enrichment proce7s,
technetium deposits on all materials that come in contact with uranium hexa-
fluoride. In the case of ecrap metal generated in the Cascade I=provement Pro-
gram and Cascade Upgrading Program, the combination of feed =aterial specifica-
tion (maximum technetium-99 beta particle activity only 10 percent of the beta
activity of aged natural uranium), deposition rates, and mechanical and chemical
decontamination results in scrap metal contaminated with a maximum of 5 parts
per million technetium-99. [Cc :ent Note 17

There is essentially no removal of technetium from metal during smelting pro-
Accordingly, the staf f has proposed for smelted alloy a concentrationcesses.

of 5 parts per million technetium-99 which is achievable by mechanical and
chemical decontamination techniqqps, prior to smelting scrap metal. The p

duction laboratories of smelters can confirm the level of residual techn/go-tium-99

contamination after the smelted alloy has been poured into billet er ingot = olds
!

or made into semi-finished products. jEEf Note 22',

The staff believes the 5 parts per million technetium-99 limit will cover scrap
| from uranium hexafluoride conversfen plants, uranium production plants, and

other plants having parts that come in contset with uranium hexsfluoride and/or
-

;

|

|
fission products of uranium. .

t

Not readily apparent from the language of the proposals was the problem that,
absent specific licensing requirements for smelting scrap, any person possess-
ing contaminated metal scrap could melt or fuse the metal scrap and transfer-

| smelted metal to exempt persons for uncontrolled use.
.

[#[*f*. This statenant is incorrect. % phrase "nazirnan of 5 phn..." shouid be ch=:ged
to ".werage of less than 5 ppm... "|

\ Add h analyses given in Section 4 indicate ht contatination at these tevels ::itt
!

30:2 2: have a negligibts impact on aan and the environnent.
1 -
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i Table 7.4. Revenues expected from sale of

smelted conts=inated copper
4

Quantity Forecasted'

of Ccpper Price Current Year *
Year (Mc)** ($/ Melt Value Present Valuett

1979 327 $2,500 $847,000 $806,000',
,

1980 655 $2,620 51,716,000 $1,593,000

1981 655 $2,650 $1,736,000 $1,573,000 '

$3,972,000
Totals 1,600

*Value in current year in 1977 dollars.
** Reference 5, p. 2.
tTable 3.6 in Section 3.2.2.

rt? resent (1977) valua in 1977 dollars at 2.5% real race of discount.

Table 7.5. Contaminated copper scrap burial costs avoided'

Unit Current Present

Quantity of Volume of Costs Year Value of

Year Copoer 6el4(.y7) Copper (m )* ($/m ) Costs ** Costst3 3

~

1979 327 3.65 $1,800 $6,570 $6,300

1980 655 7.32 $1,800 $13,176 $12,200

1981 655_ 7.32 $1,500 $13,176 $11,900

Totals 1,600tt $30,400

* Reference 6,p.A-25,S$?!S/tonin1978dollarsconvertedto
S20,59/Mg in 1977 dollars using wholesale price index
(195.1/204.1), in 1977 dollars.

** Cost in curreat year in 1977 dollars.
(1977) value of costs in 1977 dollars at 2.5% real rate oftPresent

discount.
ttReference 5, p.2.
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3.3.2.4 Iron and steel industry structure and pricing patterns

In 1975 there were 175 companies producing a variety of 'ron and steel pro-
In 1974, 20 of these firms were vertically integrated with blastducts.

furnaces, steelmaking furnaces and finishing mills and 10 fir =s producted
80% of the raw steel in the U.S. in 1967. (See Table 3.10)

5'
The majority of ths iron and steel industry in the United States is located *~

nest the lower Crest !akes parts in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, and
vestern Pennsylvania. The large vertically integrated steel mills are in *

northern New York, cantern Pennsylvanis, eastern Maryland and Alabama.

Table 3.10. Rav steel production in the
United States in 1967

Production Percent
Company (Mg) of Total

U.S. Steel 9679067600 24.3 23,030,000

Bethlehem 970067960 16.1 29,C20,0C0
,

Republic 4,500,000 7.3 3,440,000

National erf4G,440 6.7 7,720,000

Armco 4,S00,000 5.9 6,760,000

Jones and Laughlin 6 200,002 5.4 6,250,000

4 4GG; EGG 5.3 6,250,000Inland 5

Youngstown 4544G;4G4 4.4 5,220,000

Wheeling-Pittsburgh 4,000,000 2.5 2,960,000

Kaiser 454GG,4G4 2.3 2,600,000
.

Total * s(s , 02,000,000 80.2 S2,5J0,000.'

Total Industry -14 6 % 400 226,400,000
1

!

* Top ten steel producing companies
SOURCE: Reference 28.'

.

The iron and steel industry has E34 a history of administered pricing policies.
A few large firms, such as U.S. St t .t (29) called " price leaders" set the
prices of iron and steel products ._ sixed plus carginal costs snd s target

These announced price incresses are generally followed byrate of return. to certsincther iron and steel companies, but these price incresses are subject
|

Foreign producers in Japan and Europe, which are partly subsidi:edconstraints.
?

.
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Only three* facilities licensed to ac:e;: c:==ercial was:e are presently in
operation. These si:es are loca:ed naar Barnwell, Sou:n Carolina,
Sea::y, Nevada, and Richland Washing:en (Fi;ure 6.1) . Tables 6.;(3) and 6. (6,7)
su==arize opera:icas a: the varicus burial facili:ies.

The total capacity cf :he presen:ly operati:nal c ==er:ial si:es can be
Oesti=ated. Fro: Table 6.2, :he to:al capacity of the si:es is: s

(2 x 10 ) + (7 x 10 ) * (9 x 10 ) = 3.6 x loi =35 5 5 *

.

Using an average scrap density value of 300 kg/=3,II} the to:a1 capaci:y veuld,

be

800 x (4 x 10 ) = 2.9 x 10 kg or 3 x 1066 3 Mg

Thus the shallow land burial of :he :::al CI?/C'!? scrap (Table 2.1) at the
presently operating cc =ercial si:es vould require enly a li::le over l' of

-

their total burial capa . y. _/= :. . ? :e _I./.

The burial optien for uns=elted scrap =e:a1 vould result in sene radia: ion
exposure :s the s::ap handlers and to the public. C!?/C'.*? scrap veuld pr:bably,

be buried a: the Cai Ridge site since 1: is 10:a:ed near the diffusi:n enrich-
=ent plan:s. Because the distance is short, < crap would probably be shipped
by truck. Radiatien doses can be calculated assu=ing an average of 100 pp:
uraniu: and 5 pp technetiu=-99 in'the uns=cl:ed s::ap.(9) with no other spe:ial
nuclear =a:erial, an average shipping dis:an:e of 300 k= thr ugh country with
an average p:pula:ica density of 130 persens per square kile=eter, and using
dose =e:hodology si.ils: :: tha: used for s=el:ed =e:21 in See:1 n 4.3.1.1
and Appendix 3. 5::ap crane pera::rs vould re:eive ab:u: 7 x 10~i -an-re:
while loading and unloading ship =ents. Bystanders in ::::act vi:5 :he ship =en:
could receive 3 x 10 ~ =an-re=, yith persons living alcng the : u:e of the
ship =en: ge::ing ane:her 7 x 10''' =an-re=. *he highest potenti:1 deses v:uld
go :o cruck drivers, who for all.. ship =ents =igh: receive 1 x 10~2 =an-re=.
All of these doses are very s=aIlp,

6.1.4 Surface storace of contaninated scrap

For =aterial centaminated with very lev levels of radica::ivity s:Orage above
ground is se=eti=es used. The prevailing philosophy is that this code of
storage is only te=porary (less than 100 years). Hevever, since the =sterial _

is placed above ground and thus no: strictly isola:ed frc= :he environ =ent as
in burial, stricter operational controls Jtre required :o provide adequa:e
securi:y. Material =ay be placed directly in the reserved ares as is, or
placed in scee type of container. The area is fenced off fre= the public as
at the burial site to control access. A more elaborate method of above-greund

e

*However, the actual nu=ber cf ccamercial facilities actually open for
'

cperat' ion at any future date is highly unpredictable.
.n

A

70$) $ * $,"w'4U Cp $ 8 .w".4 $ YO$$ YS$ '. *$ . A* a*S 8 [6.-.* S * r* ~w =A?*~ .a.*.
e

C* M.3nt tf.4 C2*Cn8, *t iS PC83*b$4 $. .*1C?6 ?t3;?*C $26 ?i:E?' :,;iI b6* '
** *

f., posed in :ha f.st:a e, : bc&. ihe 5:::s and Federal eveta. Esq:iiring h*rk:
as W~.ss :.usts ocu;d sub8:an:icL*y incre:se h:cici ecs:s =ni red:ce the

.
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Table 1.1. Summary of radiological doses derived from the smelting |
and uncontrolled release of metal alloy generated from |
the CIP/ CUP program

Maximum Individual Total-Body Dose Rate (working .
1000 hr/yr inside " vault") 0.01 rem /yr-

Maximum Individual Total-Body Dose Commitment (daily ' ' ,
~

ingestion of iron tonic over 1 year) 0.002 rem

Ma::imum Individual Local Skin Dose (dose to wrist from a

bracelet worn 50 years) 14.0 rem

Maximum Individual Contact Bone Dose (dose from pin not cons htent
implanted 50 years) (20 rem { rXth :hMe 4.12.

Occupational (total scrap smelting [ Table 4.13]) 0.01 person-rem

Ceneral Population (total scrap) Worst Cast Scenario of
Transport, Manufacture, Distribution and Use
[ Table 4.113 80 person-rem

Health Effects from Population Dose <1

,

Table 1.2. Comparison of net benefits in millions of dollars (1977)
for three smelting alternatives for iron and steel

Smelter
Scrap Oak Ridge Commercial Fernald

Nickel * 34.2 34.2 34.2

Copper ** 2.3 2.3 2.3'

Iron & Steel 5.1 1.8 0.6
. ~ .

Total 'Q41.6 38.3
.

37.1

.

* Nickel is assumed to be smelted at Paducah, KY only.
** Copper is assumed to be smelted at Fernald only.
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Table 4.12. Su=snary of potential individual doses from the release
of smelted alloy containing 17.5 p;m uranium and 5 ppa
Tc-99

Dose *
Product (res) Re.stks

.

Iron: p
Sisg Roadbed ** 3E-7 per trip *

-

Eroded Sing ** 2 E- *. 50-yr coms.Itment
,

Pans 2E-6 pri=arily external dose

Structures:

0.16-ca-sheet 1E-1 spending 1000 hr/yr inside
10-em " vault" 1E-5 spending 1000 hr/yr inside

Desk SE-6 using 2000 hr/yr
Buckles 4E-4 beta skin dose to local area

from wearing SS40 hr/yr
not cona* stent Bone Pin dose to bone in centact with pin
' W. ."c M d 2.2. carried 50 yr.

Tonic 2E-3 50-yr co.__it=ent from 1-yr
intake

Copper:

Pennies 5E-5

3racelets 3E-1 beta skin dose to local area
fro vearing 5340 hr/yr

Nickel:

Nickels ? 2E-5
Sheet Structures E'-6 spending 1000 hr/yr inside ,

.

* Annual dose :otal body from one year exposure to

external radiation unless otherwise noted.
**See footnote ** of Table 4.11. .

Estimates of the risk of cancers and genetic effects per unit of radiation
exposure vary greatly.(2,3,4,5) The risk factors employed in this study are
taken from s-racent Environmental Impact Statement on the Management of Com-
mercia11y Generated Radioactive Waste.(4) These risk factors are presented
in Table 4.14. We believe that these risk factors are appropriate for esti-
mating health impliestions from radiation. Without discussing the merits,

.
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